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ABSTRACT

Research which indicates that the Thematic Apperception Test
(TAT) may be affected by a number of situational variables was
described.

The focus of the present study was the effect on TAT

protocols of a specific situational variable, the method of record
ing.

Three recording procedures were compared:

ing, in which the subject wrote his stories;

(a) subject record

(b) machine recording,

in which the subject told his stories into a tape recorder; and (£)
examiner recording, in which the examiner wrote down the subject's
stories as nearly verbatim as possible.

In the examiner recording

condition, a hidden tape-recorder was used to record the same
stories as recorded by the examiner.

The material transcribed from

the tapes was used in analyses involving the examiner recording con
dition.

A comparison was also made between the amount of material

gained from the examiner's notes and the transcribed recording of the
same stories.

It was hypothesized that the less intrusive the method

of recording, the more spontaneous the subject would be and thus
would use a greater number of content categories.
The subjects were seventy-two white undergraduates, equally
divided between males and females, who were enrolled in introductory
psychology courses at Louisiana State University.

They were asked to

make up TAT stories in three different sessions for three different
sets of cards consisting of four cards each.

In addition, each sub

ject was administered the Group Personality Projective Test (GPPT).
v

Three of the GPPT scales correspond to several of the TAT scoring
categories from the scoring system used in this study.

It was

hypothesized that the experimental condition leading to the greatest
number of content categories would also correlate highest with
certain of the GPPT scale scores.
Statistical analysis of the number of content categories from
each experimental condition yielded no significant difference among
the methods of recording used.

.Correlations between the GPPT scales

and similarly defined TAT scoring categories were of such low order
as to necessitate the conclusion that the two tests were not measuring
the same factors in this population.

When the material gained from

the examiner-recorded notes was compared with the same stories tran
scribed from tapes, the tape-recorder had picked up a significantly
( p ^ . 0 2 ) greater amount of material than the examiner had been able
to get while recording the same stories.

A number of other statis

tical analyses were performed and their results reported.

The

implications of the present study for future research was also d i s 
cussed .

INTRODUCTION

When the Thematic
1935 (Morgan and Murray,

Apperception Test (TAT) was introduced in
1935), it was presented as a method for

revealing hidden fantasies which the subject may be unwilling or unable
to report in an interview.

The technique of having subjects make up

stories about pictures was not a new one in the field of psychological
assessment.

As early as 1907, Brittain utilized it in his study of

the relationship of physical activities, emotions, and imagination in
adolescents.

The next year, Libby (1908) described a similar investi

gation with school children concerning feelings and imagination.

It

was not until Schwartz (1932) developed his Social Situation Picture
Test, however, that the picture-story procedure was conceptualized as
a means of revealing data about the personality.

The newest and most

commonly used edition of the test was published in 1943 by Murray and
his colleagues at the Harvard Psychological Clinic (Murray,

1943).

Investigatioiis have indicated that the TAT is one of the most widely
used personality tests (Sundberg,

1961).

The method of analysis proposed by Murray for the TAT was
based on scoring various needs, presses and inner states found in the
stories.

A recent factor analytic study (Schmitz, 1965) has produced

support for the conception of TAT material as expressing primarily
needs and presses.

There have been many other approaches to TAT

analysis, however, as may be seen by examining a work by Shneidman
(1951).

He reports the interpretations of one patient's TAT protocol
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made by several experts.

His criterion for selection of the method

ologists involved was that "they had published a method or technique
for interpreting or analyzing the TAT" (Shneidman,

1951, p. 1).

He

was able to find fifteen psychologists or psychiatrists who met this
requirement.

Other more recent methods of analysis include those of

Dana (1955; 1956) and Chapin (1953).

Eron (1948; 1950; 1953) has

attempted to set up response norms for clinical and non-clinical
populations.

Good reviews of research involving the TAT are those of

Murstein (1963) and Zubin, Eron and Schumer (1965).
The theory behind the TAT is psychoanalytic.

The test is said

to utilize "the tendency of people to interpret an ambiguous human
situation in conformity with their past experience and present wants"
(Murray, 1943, p. 1).

Like the Rorschach, its basic premise is the

projective hypothesis described by Frank (1939).

In elaborating on

what is projected by subjects on the TAT, Murray (1943) utilizes his
concept of three layers of personality.

He states that the content of

the stories represent to some degree the inner layer of repressed,
unconscious tendencies, and, mainly, the middle layer of tendencies
which appear in thought.
this point, however.
unconscious drives.

Wyatt

(1958) takes issue with Murray on

He does not agree that TAT content may reveal
He states, "Such fantasies are made up consciously

and then manifest content is, of course, conscious.

Strictly speak

ing, anything beyond that manifest content has not been produced by
the testee but has been inferred by the examiner" (p. 235).

The

question of whether the TAT taps the conscious or the unconscious can
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be avoided if the personality is seen as functioning at two levels,
the central and the peripheral.

This distinction, as made by Lewin

(1935) and elaborated by Dreger (1962), describes central functions as
those which are not revealed voluntarily to others.

Peripheral func

tions, on the other hand, are those which are freely open to others.
With this distinction, it is only necessary to posit that some of the
TAT protocol arises from the central portion of the personality, which
may or may not be conscious.
In examining the factors which determine the TAT stories given
by a subject, one must take into account a number of influences.
Murray (1943) has made a useful distinction between two levels of
functioning in the individual— a first level of physical and verbal
behavior, and a second level made up of "ideas, plans, fantasies and
dreams about behavior.

The conduct of the subject

in relation to the

examiner and to the task belongs to the first level, but the content
of his stories belongs to the second level" (p. 15).

Research,

however, documented the fact that factors from the first level of
functioning can affect the productions of the second level.

As

Lindzey (1952) notes, "The stories may reflect not only the enduring
dispositions and conflicts of the subject, but also conflicts and
impulses that are momentarily aroused by some force in the immediate
present."

Some non-personality factors which have been demonstrated

to affect the content of story protocols include experimental condi
tions designed to induce specific emotions in the subject, variations
in instructions, and different methods of administration.
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Studies dealing with the effects on story content of experi
mental arousal of various emotions or need states in the subject
include those of Mac Brayer (1959), Beliak (1950), Lindzey and Herman
(1955), McClelland, et _al. (1953), Mussen and Scodel (1955) and
Atkinson, Heyns, and Veroff (1954).

In general, the results of these

investigations indicate that the content of TAT stories is influenced
by situational variables, as well as by more permanent personality
dynamics.
An important situational variable is test administration.
There is evidence that differences in instructional set can produce
significant story differences in such variables as emotional tone,
outcome, adjustment, and hostility (Sumerwell, Campbell, and Sarason,
1958; Weisskopf and Dreppa, 1951; Lubin, 1960, 1961).

A n interesting

conclusion from the Sumerwell, Campbell and Sarason study is that the
set produced by the supposedly "neutral" instructions outlined by
Murray (1943) appear to influence stories more like instructions
emphasizing the personality-projection or intelligence-testing aspects
of the test, than like the clearly neutral instructions also used in
the study by Sumerwell, ef a l .
Little research has been done on the aspect of administration
relevant to the proposed investigation--the effects of obtaining
protocols in different ways.

Masling (1960), for example, in a review

of evidence about the influence of method of administration does not
mention recording procedure as a variable.

Most researchers using

the TAT apparently assume that techniques of recording stories are
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interchangeable.

Some even fail to mention in their published study

what method of administration and recording was used (e.g., Henry and
Farley, 1959; Shore, Massimo, and Mack,

1964; Dana, 1959).

Others

indicate they feel it is not an important factor by generalizing from
their findings based on protocols obtained in a particular way to TAT
stories in general (e.g., Kaplan and Eron, 1965; Simmons and Christy,
1962; Lubin, 1960; Mac Brayer, 1959; Weissman,
Sumerwell, Campbell and Irwin, 1958).

1964; Theiner,

1962;

Research has not been conclu

sive however, about the practice of equating methods of protocol
recording.
Investigations which have focused on different methods of ob
taining protocols have tended to be comparisons of group (written) and
individual (oral) administration.

This question obviously has implica

tions for anyone interested in using the TAT in research.

If the

personality data gathered by having subjects write their own stories
in groups is equivalent to the information gained from the oral report
of each individual, a great deal of time and effort could be saved.
The studies which bear on this topic have yielded conflicting results,
however Lindzey and Heinemann (1955) found that individual administra
tion leads to more words and ideas but no difference in thematic
content from group administration.

Eron and Ritter (1951) also found

differences in some formal aspects of stories under group and indi
vidual conditions, while judging the content to be very similar.
comparability of the two groups used in the latter study may be
questioned, however, since subjects given TAT's individually were

The
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students in introductory psychology courses at the University of
Wisconsin, and subjects given group TAT's were third-year medical
students at Yale.
Clark (1944) and Bernstein (1956) also found no differences
in oral and written protocols.

In contrast to these findings, Terry

(1952) found group administration to lead to less involvement in the
story-telling process and consequently,

less personal material.

Sarason and Sarason (1958) reported sadder stories and sadder out
comes with group TAT's than with individual TAT's.

In light of these

results, the investigators recommended that normative data be
gathered with individual administration rather than in a group
setting.
Even though the clinician is not ordinarily interested in
obtaining a large number of TAT stories quickly, he may find that one
method of recording protocols involves less effort or less expense
than another and is therefore preferable.

However, in choosing a

recording procedure, the clinician must be even more certain than the
researcher that he is using the method which leads to the most
accurate personality picture, for important decisions influencing the
clients' future are often made on the basis of test data.
The recording procedures available to the clinician include (a)
stenographer recording, either in view or out of sight of the subject;
(b) examiner recording, as nearly verbatim as possible, the stories
as they are given;

(c) subject writing his stories instead of telling

them aloud; and (d) subject telling his stories into a tape recorder
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(Murray, 1943; Tompkins, 1947: Allen, 1958; Stein, 1955).

Using a

stenographer is not feasible in most busy clinics, so that the
examiner is left with three other alternatives.

The clinician should

choose the method which least inhibits the free flow of the subject's
composition.

Winchester (1948), as described below, investigated the

differences between individual oral and individual written protocols.
West (1953), and Sauer and Marcuse (1957), whose results are reported
below, attempted to determine whether a subject's stories are
affected in different ways by the use of a tape recorder as compared
to the examiner's manual recording.

To this writer's knowledge,

however, no study has been done comparing all three methods of record
ing TAT protocols obtained in individual administration.

The present

study attempted to do this and will hopefully clarify the relative
advantages of the three procedures.
The rationale for the reported study rests on Murray's (1943)
statement that with the TAT, "the examiner's goal is to obtain the
greatest amount of material of the highest quality possible under the
circumstances

..."

(p. 3).

As Holt (1958) indicates, the successful

use of the TAT depends on the verbal facility of the subject and his
willingness to communicate in verbal terms.

If either of these factors

is interfered with by the way the stories are being recorded, then
the projective material will be less likely to furnish the personality
information it is designed to give.
Milam (1954) has indicated that the arousal of strong affect
in the subject can result in a change in his TAT stories.

According
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to Kenny and Chappell (1963), anxiety can lead to cognitive dysfunc
tion on the TAT, manifested by disorganization, freezing, and conflict
effects.

A great deal of anxiety in the subject may defeat the pur

pose of the TAT, for the anxious subject shows a preference for
limiting himself to simple object description (Lindzey and Newbourg,
1954).
In the testing situation, anxiety could be provoked by the
use of a tape recorder; many subjects get "mike-fright" and become
inhibited when they must use a microphone (Stein, 1955).

Tompkins

(1947) agrees that, with some subjects, it is best to conceal the
microphone, if one is to be used.

Allen, on the other hand,

(1958)

recommends that a mechanical recording device be used because it gives
a verbatim protocol and allows the examiner to observe the subject
closely.
West

(1953) sought to determine whether the overt use of a

tape recorder led to TAT stories of less clinical significance than
did covert recording.

Results of the study led him to conclude there

are no differences between the two methods of recording in their
effect on story length, response time, number of promptings and rejec
tions per story, and the clinical significance of the stories.
and Marcuse

Sauer

(1957) repeated the study with "high anxious" and "low

anxious" subjects.

They found that the overt use of a recorder leads

both high anxious and low anxious subjects to react more quickly,
speak at a faster rate, and to give more words.

Another finding was

that high anxious subjects give more clinically significant stories
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than low anxious subjects whether the tape recorder was used overtly
or covertly.

No differences in clinical significance of the stories

could be related to the method of recording in either experiment.
The judgment of the significance of the stories seems to be one of
the weak points of both studies, however.

In West's analysis, clinical

importance was decided on the basis of the story as a whole by a
single judge, who considered a story significant if it "revealed some
thing about the individual or revealed maladjustment11 (West, 1953, p.
9).

There were no indications that a statistic of reliability was

computed for the judging process.

Sauer and Marcuse had three

clinicians rate a four-card series as significant, indeterminant, or
nonsignificant with respect to how much they revealed about the
subject.

No criteria for these ratings are reported; if "clinical

significance11 was defined, as in West's study, as "signs of maladjust
ment," this might account for the fact that high anxious subjects
gave more clinically revealing stories in both conditions.

The

ratings of clinical significance were global ones, based on units
composed of four stories, rather than of phrases, sentences, or even
a single story.

Further, the use of only three scoring categories to

describe four-story units is self-defeating, for such a system rests
on the assumption that the variable being rated will not occur to
varying degrees.

The rating procedure in both the West, and the Sauer

and Marcuse studies was designed to delineate only the most grossly
significant factors, while completely overlooking other less obvious
but still revealing material.

The phenomenological data from these two
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studies confirm the inadequacy of the clinical significance judgments,
for 15 percent of West's subjects and 26 percent of Sauer and
Marcuse's subjects reported greater discomfort with overt than with
covert recording.

The relative effects of overt and covert use of a

tape recorder on personality revealingness needs to be assessed by
more sensitive, quantitative measures.
The technique of having the subject write his stories is often
used in the clinical situation, for it leaves the examiner free to do
other work.

But there may be disadvantages to this method of record

ing, the most important one being the possible loss of spontaneity
(Beliak, 1954).

As Allen (1958) asserts, having the subject write his

stories tends to discourage "lengthy and more complete reporting of
thoughts, ideas and activity as engendered by visual stimuli' (p. 198).
Stein (1955) also views having a subject write his stories as an un
satisfactory procedure and one which may lead the subject to reject
spontaneity in his stories in favor of literary quality.

Other sub

jects may feel inhibited because of a lack of writing or spelling
ability.

Tompkins (1947) recommends that the subject write his

stories if the only other alternative is having the examiner record
them.

Winchester (1948) investigated the differences between oral

and written TAT stories obtained in individual sessions.

Using a test-

retest procedure with six TAT cards, he found that stories given
orally on the first administration were significantly
longer than stories written at the first session.

(e ^ . 01)

Unfortunately,

stories from the two conditions were not compared for personality
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revealingness, so it is not clear whether the oral condition led to
more valuable as well as longer stories.
By far, the most commonly used method of recording involves the
examiner taking down as nearly verbatim as possible stories spoken by
the subject (Murray, 1943).

Without proficiency in shorthand, the

examiner finds it very difficult to keep up with the subject's speech.
To prevent losing important data, the examiner may ask the subject to
go slowly (Rapaport, 1946).

Tompkins (1947) cautions that "the imaginal

productivity of a facile subject may be seriously impaired if he has
to be slowed down to the speed with which the examiner can write" (p.
24).

If the examiner, out of respect for the subject's style, does

not request that the stories be given slowly, he usually finds the
subject running ahead of his notetaking.

At some point, he must ask

the subject to repeat what he has said, often with the consequence
that "subjects— excepting the compulsive rigid ones— will change their
verbalizations and even their stories on second delivery" (Rapaport,
1946, p. 479).
All three methods of recording TAT protocols--machine record
ing, examiner recording, and subject recording--may have negative
effects on the spontaneity of the subject and hence the quality of
his projective productions.

With the TAT so widely used, it is impor

tant that empirical investigation be made of the relative merits of
the three procedures.

The present study was designed to compare the

effects on personality revealingness of TAT stories from three experi
mental conditions.

One condition involved protocol recording by the
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examiner.

Another condition consisted of using a tape recorder to

record the stories.

In the third condition, the subject wrote his

stories, rather than giving them aloud.
In general, it was predicted that the more a condition
encouraged spontaneity in subjects, the greater would be the person
ality revealingness of the stories given under that condition.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND METHODOLOGY

The focus of the present study was the effects of three dif
ferent methods of recording TAT protocols on the personality reveal
ingness of the stories.
two measures.

"Personality revealingness" was defined by

The first measure was the number of content categories

scored for each protocol.

The scoring system used was an adaptation

of that outlined by Wesley (1948).

The various scoring categories of

the system represented needs, presses, inner states and defense
mechanisms to be found in TAT stories.

The number of categories used

was taken to indicate the extent to which the subject projected mean
ingful personal material into the story.

Comparison of the number of

content categories scored for stories given under the three experi
mental conditions helped explicate the relationship between personality
revealingness and method of recording.
The second way of assessing the effects of the experimental
conditions involved correlating two measures of certain needs.

The

first measure employed the Nurturance, Succorance, and Affiliation
scales of the Group Personality Projective Test (GPPT)
1958).

(Cassel and Kahn,

Related to these scores were TAT categories which closely

resembled these scores in definition.
GPPT is the same as that of the TAT:

The theoretical basis of the
that the personality is composed

of three layers, and that the active or unsatisfied needs present in
the second layer will be projected when the subject is asked to com
plete a partially structured situation (Cassel and Kahn, 1961).

The
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GPPT scales were defined in the same w a y as the TAT scoring categories
compared w ith them.

Since the two measures are intended to reflect

the same factors, scores on the GPPT scales should be directly related
to the TAT category scores.

Scores on categories corresponding to

the Nurturance, Succorance, and Affiliation scores on the TAT were
correlated for each of the three experimental
need scores on the GPPT.

conditions with the

It was assumed that the TAT condition

correlating best with the GPPT most accurately reflected the degree
to which the three needs were present in the personality.

It was

thus predicted that the experimental condition which correlated
highest with the GPPT scores would also have the highest "number of
content categories" score.
A third measure used was the phenomenological report of the
subject.

After completing all three sessions of testing, the subject

was questioned about feelings of discomfort and ease of composition in
the various conditions.
The present study involved three experimental conditions:

(a)

a condition to assess the

effects which using a microphone has on the

projection of personality

material (condition MR);

(b) a condition to

reflect the extent to which spontaneity is inhibited by the subject's
recording his stories himself (condition S R ) ; and (c) a condition set
up to see if a "pacing" effect occurred to inhibit spontaneity (condi
tion E R ) .

The experimenter in ER attempted to take down the subject's

stories verbatim.
used.

In addition, however, a concealed tape recorder was

The stories transcribed from the hidden tape were used in
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analyses to eliminate the factor of examiner's speed of writing.

A

comparison was made of the information from the examiner's notes and
the transcribed material to see what percentage of the complete protocol
the examiner was able to record.

Card Choice
Twelve cards, divided into three sets of four cards each, were
used in the study.
was as follows:

The procedure used to choose these twelve cards

a list was made of cards from the following sources;

the twelve cards recommended by Bijou and Kenny (1951) as most produc
tive; the five cards recommended by Weisskopf (1950) as having the
highest transcentence index (i.e., leading to the greatest amount of
fantasy); the twelve male cards named by Gurel and Ullman (1958) as
producing the most fantasy; the seven cards recommended by Rapaport
(1946) as most productive; and the cards used in the three studies
directly relevant to the present one--West (1953), Winchester (1948),
and Sauer and Marcuse (1957).

The frequency with which each of the

thirty-one TAT cards appeared on this list was tallied.

The twelve

cards which were recommended most frequently in the above studies were
chosen for use in this investigation.

Then the cards were divided

into three sets on the basis of their frequency of use, so that each
set had one card recommended six times, one card recommended five
times, one recommended four times, etc.

In this way the projective

potential of the sets of cards was equated.
for both male and female subjects.

The same cards were used

This procedure is supported in a
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study by Weisskopf which showed that subjects do not project more on
sarae-sexed cards than on opposite-sexed c a rds,(Weisskopf, 1950).
Subjects served as their own controls by participating in all
three conditions.

The control of certain nonexperimental variables

was important to the precision of the experimental design.

These

factors and their proposed controls were as follows:
1.

Sex-equal numbers of males and females were used in the
experiment.

2.

Age--a range of 17 to 27 years was utilized.

3.

Race--all subjects were white.

4.

Education--a11 subjects were high-school graduates and a
sophomore or above in college.

Dana (1955) has shown

that TAT responses of college students are not signifi
cantly different from those of the general population.
5.

Intelligence— the college status of the subjects was
taken as an indicator of at least normal intelligence.
Beyond the normal level of intelligence, research (e.g.,
Rotter, 1946) indicates that quantity or quality of TAT
responses is not related to increases in intelligence.

6.

Verbal productivity--the correlation between word count
and number of TAT categories was determined.

If they

were significantly related, the effect of the length of
protocol was to be taken into account through the use of
proportions.

However, it was expected that the relation

ship would be insignificant, since Dreger (1960), using
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a slightly different adaptation of the same scoring
system, found that number of content categories corre
lated only .05 with the total number of scores.
7.

Normality--a11 subjects were assumed to be functioning
in an adequate normal way, since they were meeting the
requirements of a student's schedule.

8.

Examiner influence--because examiners do differ in the
type of response they elicit on the TAT (Turner and
Coleman, 1962), this factor was controlled by using a
single examiner.

9.

Pre-test information--to control as much as possible the
subjects' interpretation of the experiment, each subject
was told at the beginning of his first session that the
purpose of the study was to compare the TAT and the Group
Personality Projective Test.

To test the workability of the proposed study, a pilot study
was conducted.

This preliminary investigation served mainly to test

the experimental procedure.
The following general hypotheses were examined in the study:
1.

There will be significant differences in the personality
revealingness of the TAT material from the three condi
tions .

2.

The difference between the conditions in personality
revealingness will be reflected on two measures:

the

number of content categories scored for the TAT, and the
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correlation of the Nurturance, Succorance, and Affiliation
scales of the Group Personality Projective Test with the
TAT scoring categories measuring the same needs.
3.

The less intrusive the method of recording,

the more

spontaneous and revealing will the subjects1 stories be.
Consequently, the predicted order of the conditions in terms of per
sonality revealingness were

(from most to least revealing):

Examiner

Recording, Machine Recording, Subject Recording.
4.

The condition scoring highest on the number

of content

categories will also correlate highest with the GPPT
scales.

PROCEDURE

Volunteer subjects were requested to make up TAT stories at
three different sessions.

At each session a different method of

protocol recording was used.

To prevent practice effects, a different

set of four TAT cards was used at the three sessions.

These sets

were equated with respect to projective potential, and the sequence of
card-series were randomly matched to the sequences of the conditions.
An independent measure of three personality needs was obtained, and a
phenomenological report of how the subject experienced the different
conditions was solicited.

Subjects
The subjects for the proposed study were volunteers from
introductory psychology courses at Louisiana State University.
Seventy-two white subjects, between the ages of 17 and 27 years, and
including an equal number of males and females, were used.

Procedure for Each Experimental Condition
I

Each subject was randomly assigned to a sequence of the follow
ing experimental conditions:
I Machine Recording (MR)— The subject was instructed in the
following way:

"I am going to show you some pictures, one

at a time; and your task will be to make up as dramatic a
story as you can for each.

Tell what has led up to the event

shown in the picture, describe what is happening at the
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moment, what the characters are feeling and thinking; and
then give the outcome.
your mind.

Give your thoughts as they come to

Your stories will be recorded on this tape

recorder so speak into the microphone here.
picture" (adapted from Murray,

1943).

This is the first

Thereafter the

examiner made no comments.
II Subject Recording (SR)--The instructions for this condition
were the same as above except for the directions about
recording the stories.

In this condition, that line of the

instructions was as follows:

"I would like for you to

write the stories as you make them up.
paper.

Here is a pen and

This is the first picture."

Ill Examiner Recording (ER)--Subjects in this condition received
essentially the same instructions.

Again, the exception

was in the directions regarding story recording.

That line

of instructions for this condition went as follows:
"I will record the stories as you make them up.
first picture."

This is the

The examiner recorded the stories as nearly

verbatim as possible.

However, the transcribed stories from

a concealed tape recorder were used in the analyses involv
ing this condition.

What was important here was the effect

which the subject's belief that the examiner was recording
the protocol had on the stories he produced.

In the

statistical analysis, use of the t^ped data prevented con
founding the effects of the experimental condition with
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the speed of the examiner's handwriting.

The examiner still

did as efficient a recording job as possible because a com
parison was to be

made between the examiner-recorded

and

taped material to

see what proportion of each story the

examiner was able

to record.

In all three conditions the examiner was seated across the
desk from the subject.

Only in the ER condition was she actively

engaged; in the two other conditions the examiner sat quietly until
the subject was ready to be handed the next card.
A n interval of from one to several days separated the three
experimental sessions.

This was to insure that the experiences in one

session would not affect the performance in another.

Materials
Twelve TAT cards were used in three sets of four cards each.
The three sets were as follows:
Set A -Cards 2, 3BM,

7BM, 14.

Set B -Cards 4, 6BM,

13MF, 20.

Set C -Cards 1, 10, 8BM, 12.
The cards within a set were always given in the same order.
The sequence in which the sets were used varied randomly.

The order

in which the three experimental conditions occurred was also random.
With three sets of cards and three experimental conditions, there
were thirty-six different ways for the card-series and conditions to
be matched.

Varying the sequence of the conditions and the cards
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sets in this way controlled for practice and position effects.

Scoring
The scoring system used was an adaptation of one outlined by
Wesley (1948).

The units scored may be phrases, sentences or more than

one sentence, as long as they represent a separate need, press, inner
state or defense mechanism (Dreger, 1960).
the system were scored for each person.

All 211 factors listed in

(See Appendix A for list of

scores used.)
In designing the study, the experimenter decided that assign
ing weights to the TAT scoring categories according to their clinical
significance might lead to statistical findings more directly applica
ble to the clinical use of the TAT.

The plan was to assign weights

from one to five to the scoring categories.

The basis for determining

the weights was the amount of information a particular category con
tributed to the clinical picture of the person using the category in
a TAT story.

A weight of one indicated "least informative" while a

weight of five indicated "most informative."

The use of weighted

scores proved to be infeasible, however, for the judges agreed only
35 percent of the time on the weight which was to be assigned to the
categories.

Consequently, unweighted numbers were used in the content

categories analyses.

Measures of Reliability
Four weeks after the TAT stories were scored, the examiner chose
at random four of the stories and rescored them.

The 211 separate
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categories were combined into 41 general categories on a theoretical
basis.

(See Appendix B for a list of the 41 general categories.)

When the scoring and rescoring of the four stories were compared in
terms of these broader categories, there was an 80 percent agreement
between the two sets of scores.

This index of agreement indicates a

fair measure of consistency in the way the examiner was scoring the
experimental data.
To examine the replicability of the examiner's scoring, another
person familiar with the TAT and this scoring system scored the same
four stories mentioned above.

There was 57 percent agreement between

the broad general categories used by the two scorers.

Considering

the complexity of the scoring system, this seems to be a respectable
degree of replication between two individuals.

It may be expected

t h a t , with training between two or more scorers, the percentage of
agreement would go even higher.

In the interpretation of the results

of the experiment, some qualification might be kept in mind due to the
lack of complete reliability of the measures that have been used.

Extra-Experimental Measures
The intensity of three specific needs was assessed by the use
of the Group Personality Projective Test.

After subjects were admin

istered the GPPT, their scores on the Nurturance, Succorance and
Affiliation scales were compared with the TAT scoring categories which
most resembled them.

Under each of the three conditions, the GPPT

Nurturance score was correlated with the n Nurture, and n Help
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categories.

Similarly, the GPPT Succorance scale was examined in

relation to the n Dependency scores, while the GPPT Affiliation scale
was compared to TAT scores of n Affiliation, n Affection, n S e x , and
inner state L o v e .
Another measure was the phenomenological report of the subject.
After completing all three sessions he was asked about the condition
under which he found it easiest to think, when he felt most at ease,
and in which condition he felt he gave the best stories.

Actual

performance on the experimental measure of spontaneity was compared
to reports of what the subjects thought their performance to be.

(A

copy of the questionnaire used is presented in Appendix C.)

Statistical Design
The major design of the study consisted of a one-way analysis
of variance with repeated m e asures.
ent methods of protocol recording.

The treatments were three differ
The dependent variable for the

analysis was the number of TAT content categories scored under each
condition.
A second analysis was made of the relationship between GPPT
scores on Nurturance, Succorance and Affiliation scales and scores on
corresponding TAT categories.

The correlation between the GPPT scores

and the TAT scores was determined for each of the three conditions.
The resulting correlation coefficients were tested for significance.
To investigate the other major relationships in data, several
different analyses of variance were conducted.

The reason for this
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procedure was that the number of subjects could not be divided into as
many different cells as would be expected in a more complex analysis
of variance design.
following:

The other statistical analyses included the

a two-way analysis of variance comparing sex vs. method

of recording, with number of content categories as the dependent
variable; a two-way analysis of variance comparing the three card sets
across the three experimental conditions (dependent variable again
was number of content categories); and a one-way analysis of variance
comparing the total number of words from each of the twelve cards
with the number of words from each of the other cards.

In addition,

a t-test was performed on the number of content categories from the
same stories transcribed from the hidden tape-recorder.
two Pearson product moment correlations were computed:

Finally,
one between

the total number of words and the total content categories; and
another between the total number of words in a story and the number
of different content categories.
The 95 percent level of significance (p.<.05) was set before
the study was begun as the level to be accepted as indicating
statistical significance in the data analysis.

RESULTS

A one-way analysis of variance was performed comparing the
number of content categories in the three conditions of TAT admini
stration according to the procedure outlined by Blalock (1960).
The results are presented in Table I.

TABLE I
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE NUMBER OF CONTENT CATEGORIES
IN THREE CONDITIONS OF TAT ADMINISTRATION

d.f.

Source
Total
Treatment
Error

SS

MS

I

Si£N S

215

35610.37

2

577.45

288.98

213

35032.42

164.47

1.7569

As can be seen from examination of the table, there was no
statistical significance in the number of TAT content categories used
in the three conditions.

This finding indicates that the hypothesis

predicting differences among the conditions must be rejected.

A high

(r=,739) correlation between the total number of words given by sub
jects and the number of different content categories was found.

An

even higher correlation (r=.865) was found between the total number
of content categories used and the total number of words given.

The

use of proportion scores to partial out the effects of pure verbal
productivity was considered.

However two correlations of such
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magnitude seem to indicate that whenever a subject was composing a
story, he was giving a variety of material and was doing so consis
tently across all conditions.

Consequently, it was assumed that to

reduce the data to proportion scores to control for verbal facility
would only lead to entering approximately the same proportions for
each individual for each condition.

Since this number would be

approximately constant, there appears to be little to be gained from
including this step in the data analysis.

Therefore, raw scores of

absolute numbers were used in the analysis.
In an effort to determine whether sex was a significant
variable in the comparison of the three experimental conditions, a
two-way analysis of variance was performed.

The same data used in the

first analysis was used this time, but was further divided into male
and female scores.

The results are presented in Table II.

It may be

seen from the data in Table II that the sexes were not differentially
affected by the three conditions.

That is, none of the conditions led

to a significantly greater number of content categories by males or
females.
The major hypothesis of this study, that of differing effects
of the method of recording protocols, had to be rejected.

The next

hypothesis to be examined was that particular scores on the TAT were
significantly different from each other in the degree of correlation
to similarly defined scores on the Group Personality Projective Test.
For each of the three conditions, correlation coefficienct were
determined between the following factors:

TAT needs Nurturance and
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TABLE II
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE NUMBER OF CONTENT CATEGORIES
FOR MALES AND FEMALES FOR THREE EXPERIMENTAL
CONDITIONS

Source

Total

SS

d.f.

MS

F

Si£.

27733.44

215

Columns

418.48

2

209.24

1.627

NS

Rows

305.78

1

305.78

2.378

NS

6.04

2

3.02

.023

NS

27003.14

210

128.59

Interaction
Error
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Help vs. GPPT Nurturance scale; TAT need Dependency vs. GPPT Succorance
scale; TAT needs Affiliation, Affection, S e x , and inner state Love vs.
GPPT Affiliation scale.

The resulting nine correlation coefficients

are presented in Table III.
None of the nine correlation coefficients proved to be signifi
cant.'*'

From a superficial scrutiny of the coefficients presented in

Table III, one might conclude that the lack of correlation is due to
dissimilarity in what the two tests are measuring.

However, a more

basic factor may be operating in the correlations between the scores.
Table IV presents the range and standard deviations of all the GPPT
scores of the three scales used.

It also presents the same information

about the TAT scores similarly defined to the GPPT scales for all three
experimental conditions.
From the data in Table IV, it may be seen that all the scores
on the three GPPT scales had sufficient range and standard deviation
to reflect a relationship between them and another variable if such
existed.

The TAT scores, also had an adequate range of scores to allow

for correlation with some other variable.

The finding of no correlation

among the test measures seems to indicate that the two tests are not
measuring the same things in this population.

The lack of correlation

fount between the two tests makes it hard to accept or reject the
original hypothesis that one of the experimental conditions would
correlate significantly more highly with the GPPT than would the other
conditions.

•*-A correlation of r=.237 is necessary for significance at the
.05 level of significance when N = 7 2 .
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TABLE III
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN GPPT SCALES AND SIMILARLY DEFINED
TAT CATEGORIES FOR THREE EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

GPPT Scales
Nurturance

Affiliation

Succorance

TAT
SR

r = - .082

r=.128

r=-.159

MR

r = - .0588

r=.133

r= .001

ER

r= .0577

r = - .068

r= .224

Experimental
Conditions
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TABLE IV
RANGES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF TAT AND GPPT
NURTURANCE, SUCCORANCE AND AFFILIATION SCORES

No.of points
in Range

Standard
Deviation

GPPT
Nurturance
Succorance
Affiliation

13
14
17

2.8
3.3
3.6

TAT
SR

62

1.4

MR

6

1.3

ER

11

1.79

SR

3

.66

MR

4

1.07

ER

3

.67

SR

13

2.34

MR

16

3.09

ER

14

2.75

Nurturance

Succorance

Affiliation

O

The true range under this condition was from 0 - 3 1 .
However only one subject scored 31. The next highest score was 6.
The score of 31 was dropped because it tended to bias the picture
of the actual range of scores.
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V presents the findings from a two-way analysis of

variance designed to test the question of whether the three sets of
TAT cards differed in the number of content categories they elicited
according to the condition in which they were u s e d .

Since none of

the F's was significant, it may be said that the three sets of cards
were in fact equated in terms of their stimulus potential, which
remained consistent across the three experimental conditions.

This

finding gives no reason to question the experimenter’s method of
making up the three card sets.
Results of another examination of the stimulus pull of the TAT
cards used in the study are presented in Table VI.
This one-way analysis of variance compares the total number
of words given in the stories told to each of the twelve cards.

The

question to be answered was whether significantly longer stories were
given to any of the twelve cards.

From Table YE it can be seen that

there was no significant difference among the cards in the length of
story which they elicited.

This finding again gives no reason for

supposing the original procedure for selecting the cards was incorrect.
A further comparison made was between the material gained from
the examiner-recorded stories and the same stories transcribed from a
hidden tape recorder.

That is, in the ER condition, the examiner took

down as nearly verbatim as possible the stories told aloud by the
subject.

At the same time, however, a hidden tape recorder was record

ing the stories.

When the stories were transcribed from the tape,

they were compared to the examiner-recorded copies of the same stories
to see how much material had been lost by the examiner's inability to
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TABLE V
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE NUMBER OF CONTENT CATEGORIES FOR
THREE SETS OF CARDS ACROSS EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Source

Total

SS

d .f

.

MS

28903.44

215

Columns

418.48

2

209.24

Rows

244.70

2

122.35

Interact

961.55

4

240.39

27278.71

207

131.78

Error

F

1.56
.914
1.08

Sig.

NS
NS
NS
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write as fast as the subject spoke.

A t-test was performed on the

number of content categories generated by each method of examiner
recording.

The obtained _t of 2.35 was significant beyond (p. <£.02)

the level of significance established prior to the experiment.

It

appears from this finding that a great deal of material was lost when
the examiner recorded the stories by hand.
In order to obtain subjective information about differences
among the three experimental conditions, a questionnaire was
administered to each subject at the completion of the experiment.

The

questionnaire asked with which of the three conditions they felt most
at ease, in which they found it easiest to compose stories, and in
which condition they felt they gave their best stories.

Results of

the questionnaire are presented below in Table VII. The results are
presented in the form of frequencies rather than percentages because
the number of subjects was less than 100.

Total N is 72.

A n examination of Table VII reveals that in response to all
three questions, the subject-recording condition was chosen by far the
greatest number of times.

Most subjects seemed to feel more at ease

and find it easier to be creative when they wrote down their stories
themselves.

This feeling of greater ease apparently led to the

belief on the part of a majority of the subjects that they had composed
their best stories under this condition.
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TABLE VI
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF NUMBER OF WORDS
ON TWELVE TAT CARDS

Source

SS

d.f.

MS

Tot

2792437.34

863

Bet

35553.71

11

3232.15

2756883.63

852

3235.77

Within

F

Sig.

.998

NS

TABLE VII
NUMBER OF SUBJECTS CHOOSING EACH OF FOUR ALTERNATIVES
ON THREE QUESTIONS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE

(1)

Under which condition did you feel most at ease?
a) Tape recorder-9
b) Hand written-49
c) Examiner recording-7
d) All the same-7

(2)

Under which condition did you find it easiest to compose your
stories?
a) Tape recorder-8
b) Hand written-50
c) Examiner recording-8
d) All the same-6

(3)

Under which condition

did you feel you gave

a) Tape recorder-7
b) Hand written-38
c) Examiner recording-10
d) All the same-17

your best stories?

DISCUSSION

The principal hypothesis of this study, that different methods
of recording TAT protocols would lead to differences in the protocols
themselves, was not confirmed.

Therefore, when the effects of the

method of recording on the protocol is considered, one m a y assume
that any of the three recording methods used will lead to equally
valuable stories.

When efficiency and efficacy are the criteria

for choosing a method of recording, however, the three recording
methods cannot be said to be equally useful.

It must be remembered

that the material in the statistical analyses for the ER condition
was taken from the hidden tape recorder used in that condition.
As described above, the difference between the amount of material
obtained from the examiner's writing down the stories and having the
same stories recorded covertly by a tape recorder was significant
at the .02 level of significance.

An obvious conclusion, then, is

that an examiner must either be able to take shorthand so that he
can record every word of the subject or else must use a covert tape
recorder to supplement his own notes.

Otherwise, he will probably

not get as much material when he records the stories as he would by
having the subject write his own stories or speaking them into an
overt tape recorder.
Such a conclusion must be somewhat qualified for two reasons.
One is that a direct comparison was not made between strictly
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examiner-recorded (no tape recorder used) material and material from
the other two conditions.

A second qualifying factor is that the

examiner was not operating blindly; that is, the examiner always knew
that whatever material she might miss would be recorded by the tape
recorder.

A question as to the examiner's motivation to try as hard

as possible to get every word might be posed.

However, the examiner,

at least consciously, made every effort to record completely the sub
ject's stories, since she knew that the comparison between her notes
and the transcribed stories would be m a d e .

At any r a t e , having the

examiner record the stories might be said to be the third choice of
the three methods.

For most examiners, there is some doubt that it

is as effective as the subject-recording and machine-recording con
ditions in its ability to record all the material from a subject.
A n important question to

be asked is why there was no rela

tionship between the GPPT and TAT scores, where there was enough
variance in the scores to allow such a correlation to be manifested.
The answer which first occurs is that suggested earlier, that the two
tests are not measuring the same factors, even though they were
designed to do so.

Another answer to this question could be that the

two tests are measuring the same need states in an individual, but at
different levels of the personality.

One of the tests could be

tapping a deeper level of personality than the other.

In that case,

a certain need might be reflected on one test but not necessarily on
the other one.

Another possibility is that the difference in format

of the two tests could lead to greater defensiveness or inhibition on
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the part of a subject.

Thus, for example, a certain need might be

projected on the GPPT, a relatively cut-and-dried, multiple-choice,
pencil-and-paper test which was taken by all the subjects in a group
situation.

On the TAT, however, expression of this same need could be

inhibited by the greater stress of the individual administration or by
the pressure toward being creative which is inherent in the test.

A

third possibility is that individual differences averaged together led
to a finding of no correlation.

Perhaps for some individuals there

was a positive relationship between scores on the two tests, while
for other subjects there was a negative correlation.

When averaged

together, the two kinds of relations cancelled out each other to lead
to a finding of no significance.

Further investigation of the rela

tionship between these two tests is needed to shed light on how
similarly they function.
These findings have important implications for any area in which
the TAT is used.

In training individuals in the use of the TAT, super

visors can now allow their trainees to choose the method of recording
with which they feel most at ease, as long as they can record the
stories

quickly and efficiently.

In research, where time is usually

an important factor, investigators utilizing the TAT may use either of
the two methods of recording which lead to the greatest amount of
material in the least time, either machine-recording or subject record
ing.

They may do so with the assurance that the stories thus obtained

are of the same quality as TAT stories recorded by more time-consuming
methods.

In addition, research using one type of recording may be
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compared with research which used another recording method, since the
use of different methods appears not to affect the quality of the
stories.

A clinician who uses the TAT to examine clients may choose

the method of recording according to his time and needs.

He may

choose to have the subject write his stories or speak them into a re
corder, thus leaving the examiner free to do other things.

Or he may

choose to record the stories himself so that he can question the sub
ject about his stories and so he can observe the subject's behavior.
No matter what method he chooses, however, it can be on the basis of
his own needs and efficiency of recording rather than being dictated
by the requirements of the test.

In choosing a method of recording,

of course, an examiner must keep in mind the finding that in examiner's
recording, material may be lost with the slow examiner and the fast
subj e c t .
An interesting difference occurred between the subjective
experiences reported by the subjects and their actual performance in
the experiment.

No difference was found in the responses given under

the three conditions.

On the questionnaire, however, approximately five

times as many people (N=49) said they felt most at ease when writing
their stories as chose the next most frequently checked response (N=9)
(See Table VI).

When asked under which condition they found it easiest

to compose stories, about six times as many people (N=50) chose the SR
condition as endorsed the next most frequent choice (N=8).

The third

question of the questionnaire inquired about the condition in which the
subject felt he gave his best stories.

Twice as many subjects (N=38)
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chose the SR condition in answering this question as chose the next
most often used reply, "All the same" (N=17).

Additional comments

made by subjects gave several reasons w h y the subject recording condi
tion made them feel more at ease.

Among these were inhibition in

front of the listening examiner, being able to proceed at the speed
they desired, and being able to think and tell their stories in a
methodical fashion.

In addition to being equally efficient as the two

other recording methods, then, the subject-recording procedure led to
a greater sense of ease and self-confidence in most subjects than does
mechanical recording or examiner recording.

Instead of retarding

spontaneity, as was hypothesized at the beginning of this study, having
the subject write his stories appears not to affect spontaneity and
leads to greater feelings of ease.

When a measure of spontaneity is

used other than the "number of content categories" measure used in
this study, the condition conducive to the greatest feeling of subjec
tive comfort might also lead to greater spontaneity.
In a normal population such as the one used in this study,
"personality revealingness" might not be appropriately equated with
spontaneity.

Normal individuals might not find it very difficult to

be spontaneous in their TAT stories but personality revealingness may
not necessarily follow from spontaneity.

Devising a better measure

of spontaneity would be a valuable topic for future research.
A further consideration is the possibility that in a normal
population, the TAT is not sufficiently sensitive to show up some
personality factors.

The present study should be replicated with a
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patient population to see if differences would occur among the three
methods of recording with more disturbed individuals.
Further research involving the TAT would also seem to profit
ably pursue the lines of standardization of scoring and setting up norms
for scoring.

With the findings in the present study w h ich point to

equatability of stories obtained by different methods, collections of
TAT stories from normal groups could be pooled.
of data, normative standards could be developed.

From this large bank
With norms, the TAT

could be used much more meaningfully in the clinic setting.

It would

not be so open to criticism about the subjectivity of its scoring and
interpretation.

It would then be able to bridge the gap between the

strictly projective tests, which recent literature indicates are
waning in popularity in research and in clinical use (Molish,

1967;

Thelen, Varble, and Johnson, 1968, and the more objective tests which
have proved their reliability and validity.
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APPENDIX A
TAT SCORING SYSTEM
CODE

PRESS

DESCRIPTION

There are several types of situations or events which are to
be scored in the PRESS column.
In order to make for easier under
standing of the use of the PRESS category there have been listed under
separate headings below.
I . Certain specific needs on the part of another person or
persons can operate as "press11 upon the h e r o :
that is, can exert
influence in determining his behavior, attitude, or inner state.
For
indicating this type of press the list of NEEDS should be used and the
appropriate need simply entered in the PRESS instead of the NEED COLUMN.
Only one modification of the NEEDS list has been considered
necessary for this use.
It was felt that a further elaboration of the
need DOMINANCE would be desirable.
Coerc

Coercion:
Someone exerts force upon the hero to get him to do
something, to change his attitude, etc.
He is exposed to
orders, commands, and direction by parents, employer, or other
authority figure(s).
Dorn
Dominance: Someone dominates the hero.
Specific form of
dominance not specified so that classification under one of
other four not possible.
Pers
Inducement:
Someone tries to get the hero to do something by
pleading, persuasion, suggestion or clever strategy.
No
threats or force used.
Proh
Prohibition:
The use of force, threats, checks or prohibition
to prevent the hero from doing something.
Restr
Restraint:
Someone tries to prevent the hero from doing some
thing by pleading, persuasion, suggestion or strategy.
No force
used.
II.
Certain conventional generalized designations can be used
to indicate Press:
A.
Press Designations:
Abun
Abundance:
The hero has a sufficiency of something desirable.
Exc
Excess:
The hero has too much of something, more than desir
able or needed.
Insuf
Insufficiency:
The hero has less of something than he feels
he needs for maximum satisfaction or for his greatest w e l l 
being .
Lack
Lack;
To have been deprived of basic necessity of life.
Less
Less;
To have less of something than someone else.
Loss
Loss:
More
More;
To have more of something than someone else.
B. These general designations can be used in conjunction with
scoring in the needs column to provide for additional clarification of
the p r e s s . In this case the designation in the need column is put in
the ( ) to indicate that it represents a clarification of an entry in
the press column.
(E.G., lack of friends would be a press lack and a
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Press - 2
CODE

DESCRIPTION

need (Affil).
III.
Specific Press:
Afflic Affliction:
Physical handicap, illness, disease.
Bad
Unspecified bad something, terrible something.
Bad ex Bad example
Birth
Be born, give birth.
Calam
Calamity such as shipwreck, tornado, flood, etc.
Claus
Closed space, confinement, incarceration.
Cosm
World universe, cosmos, or deity impresses hero.
Dang
Physical danger or threat of injury or vague threat such as
by a ghost.
Death
Death of the hero.
(Death of love object = Loss - death.)
Decep
Deception, betrayal, or treachery.
Discov
Discovery in tabooed or censurable behavior.
Dissen. General interpersonal dissencion, conflict, difficulty, or
trouble.
Env
Good environment, congenial surroundings, opportunity, back
ground .
(-) env Poor environment, unconvenial surroundings, opportunity, back
ground .
error
To be wrong, to be in error, to make a mistake,
expect
Someone wants, hopes or expects hero to be or do something,
fail
Failure to achieve that which hero is striving for;
defeat,
good
Good, but unspecified something, something pleasant,
good ex Good example.
harm
Physical injury or harm, medical operation, amputation, auto
accident.
Ideo
Ideology or ideal influences hero's behavior or attitudes,
loc
To be physically located somewhere (e.g., at home),
lost
Hero loses way, either from disorientation or external forces
operating on him.
ment
Ability, skill, intelligence, knowledge, talent, strength,
character.
mono
Monotony, routine, dullness in job, physical or social
surroundings.
No alt Lack of alternatives, blocking, "nothing else to do."
obst
Obstacle of physical or social nature standing in the way of
need fulfillment, not otherwise classifiable,
oppor
Opportunity, possibility (of something desired),
phy
Physical beauty, charm, strength, health,
pun
Punishment.
Nature of punishment should be indicated by
combining with other appropriate press (e.g., hanging = pun death; spanking = pun - aqq (s); scolding = pun - aqq.)
rela
To be related as a sib, parent, child, acquaintance, owner
(as of a pet)
rival
Rival or competitor.
task
Task, duty, obligation, responsibility, job, work.
temp
Someone or thing tempts the hero to engage in censurable behavior.
unfaith Unfaithfulness on part of love object or friend.
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Needs - 3
CODE
alt

DESCRIPTION

Alternative:
Two or more alternatives or chances confront
hero; one of two or more possibilities may happen to hero,
sue
Success: To win, succeed; combined with need or press for
specific area of success (e.g., p. Suc-Ach.)
elem
Elements:
Heat, cold, weather, phenomena (combined with
generalized press designations, II A; example: p. Exc - Elem
for "too great heat or cold").
misf
Misfortune:
Lesser specific evil befalls hero (not as serious
as calem).
disc
Discrepancy:
Discordant elements exist together in situation,
imag
Imagination: Hero has dreams, imaginings, not necessarily
abnormal or unreal.
Appear Appearance, especially contrary to fact.
Mater
Material:
Material goods, property, money,
state
State:
External condition (not inner state orattitude) not
classifiable under other press, such as age, name, social
status, physical qualities (neutral), nonaffective description
in passive voice,
time
Time;
Length of time hero engages in certain activity, or
period of time expressed.
IV.
Favorable as well as unfavorable outcomes are also scored
in the PRESS column:
A.
The removal, improvement in,or alleviation of a press, or
finding that a press is not as serious as it originally appeared
may be indicated by repeating the original press designation
with a (-) preceding it.
B.
In the case where the hero succeeds in achieving the
expression or satisfaction of a need, this can be indicated
by the designation Sue (Success).
A scoring will also of
course occur in the need column, indicating the nature of the
need gratified.
V.
Specific Needs
Accos
Accost:
Hero gives information to another (not as didactic as
in Expos).
Ach
Achievement:
To engage in work-like activities for the purpose
of accomplishing something else or to attain a further g o a l .
Work, study, or practice for the sake of improvement or develop
ment of greater strength, skill or ability.
To strive to be
more adequate.
Acq
Acquisition:
To work for money, possessions, property; to
strive for some valuable object; material greed; to barter or
tra d e .
Acq(Ag) Acquisition (Asocial): To steal, swindle, loot, plunder, cheat.
Act
Activity: Sheer motor activity without any additional goal.
Pleasure in swimming, walking, running, etc.
Desire to move
about, to be active.

Needs - 4
CODE
Adv

Aes
Affec

Affil

Agg

Agg(P)

Agg(S)

Agg(I)

Apprec
Aven
Awar

Blam

Brag
Cog

Comp

DESCRIPTION
Adventure:
To seek adventure, to be restless, on the move,
craving new sights, new places. Desire to travel, to visit
strange and new places, to go exploring; to crave excitement,
thrills, to engage in feats of daring.
Aesthetic:
To enjoy art, music, or literature; to appreciate
the beauties of nature.
Affection: To desire or express affection, love, fondness; to
fall in love, to marry, to be bound to another individual by
strong feelings of affection, sympathy or love.
Affiliation:
To form friendships; to join or belong to a group;
to converse or cooperate sociably with others.
To like people,
to be gregarious and work or play with a group or gang.
Aggression:
To engage in a verbal quarrel, to criticize, curse,
belittle, ridicule, blame, to be angry or hate someone even
though the feeling is not actually expressed in words.
Aggression (Physical): To attack, injure or kill another person
to engage in a fist fight, criminal assault, to punish too
severely. To break, smash, burn or destroy a physical object or
social institution.
Aggression (Social): To engage in physical aggression under
conditions where it is socially justified and approved, such
as to fight for one's country, to administer moderate punishment
to a child who has misbehaved, to protect oneself when attached
by fighting back, etc.
Aggression (Inner):
To criticize or belittle oneself.
To empha
size one's own inadequacy or inferiority. To blame oneself. To
feel guilty. To injure oneself (even though by accident.)
Appreciation:
To thank or repay someone for their help or
kindness. To express appreciation.
Avengeance; To take vengeance, repay "eye for eye," subtly or
overtly.
To exact punishment (severe).
Awareness: To be aware of someone or something; to recognize
another's presence, with no necessary implication of affective
reaction toward the other.
Blamavoidance:
To avoid failure, blame, punishment, shame,
criticism or humiliation by refraining from some activity, by
not doing something. Refraining from undertaking a task beyond
one's abilities or from engaging in behavior which may be
criticized or punished.
Bragging:
To boast or brag. Physical or verbal exhibitionism.
Cognizance: To be curious, to peer, probe, to ask questions; to
investigate and explore.
To read in order to learn. To gain
control or mastery through knowledge or intellectual under
standing; to strive for knowledge or wisdom, to get an education
Competition: To win; to equal or excel others; to strive after
higher status than someone else.
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Need - 5
CODE
Compl

Const
Cont

Conv
Count

Creat

Dec
Dep
Dissip

Dom

Emp
End

Escap
Expl

Expos
Free

DESCRIPTION
Compliance: To accede to the wishes, suggestions, or exhorta
tions of someone else, to be anxious to please, quick to agree
or cooperate. To obey or follow out orders because of a willing
ness to please and where that which is requested by the other
individual either has a positive value for the hero or is a
matter of indifference to him. To follow the leadership of an
admired individual willingly, to conform to a group code or
mores.
Constancy: Tendency on part of hero to continue to do same thing.
Control:
Self-control, to control one's feelings or behavior,or
exhibit one's feelings or behavior for the sake of the control
per se. To struggle for power over instinctual forces. To
sublimate.
Conversation: To hold conversation with, talk to (in neutral
sense) no affect or direction of conversation indicated.
Counteraction: To attempt to overcome defeat or failure by re
striving; to strive to regain self-respect, to try over and
over again to overcome obstacles.
To overcome weakness,
inferiority or a handicap by doing the very thing in which one
feels inadequate (direct compensation).
To strive to reinstate
a former desirable state of aff a i r s .
Creation: To strive for self-actualization through building,
creating, constructing; to express one's deeper nature through
painting, composing, writing, etc.
Decision: To make up mind to course of action; to decide.
Dependency: To seek or desire aid, sympathy, protection or help
from others.
Dissipation: To engage in behavior which is socially criticizable, condemned or disapproved of, to engage in gambling,
drinking, whoring, to be disorderly and irresponsible.
Dominance: To lead, manage, govern, order, direct, command; to
influence ideas, feelings or behavior of others by direction or
force, to manipulate others.
Control others.
Empathy:
To sympathize with, feel for another, understand
another's feelings, to be concerned about another.
Endurance: To endure patiently or otherwise; "to keep on keeping
on," in the face of affliction, pain, or misfortune.
To remain
firm under pressure.
Escape: To avoid unpleasant inner states by distraction (engaging
in some other activity), ignoring, or forgetting about them.
Exploit: To use person or object for ulterior purposes or for
lesser ends than deserved. To gain power over others (not just
Stat or Recog.)
Exposition: To explain, instruct or teach; to make speeches.
Freedom: To escape, to run away from home, quit school, leave a
job, to avoid regions of coercion or restraint, to leave or break
off with someone in order to escape obligations of responsibility.
The desire for independence, to avoid entangling alliances and
responsibilities.
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Need CODE
Harm

He lp

Ident

Inact
Irr
Just

Leav
Morb
Oral

Ord

Pers
Plan
Play
Recog

Rej

Renun

Resis

DESCRIPTION
Harm avoidance: To avoid pain, physical injury, illness.
To
escape from a dangerous situation, to take precautionary
measures, to avoid physical suffering.
Help:
to nourish, aid or protect someone.
To give sympathy,
comfort, consolation or encouragement. To praise. To give
gifts or presents. To want and care for children.
Identification: Hero worship. To identify with an individual,
group or an ideology to the extent of losing oneself in the
object. Desire to be swept away by a great cause. Living one's
life vicariously through the achievement of another.
Inactivity: To desire cessation of activity. To rest, sleep
or relax.
Irreality: Unreal or impossible events happen to hero (not
merely dreams or far-fetched).
Justification: To defend oneself against blame or criticism
by justifying one's actions to offer explanations or excuses.
To rationalize one's actions.
To deny intentions to engage in
censurable behavior.
Leave: To take one's leave, bid goodbye, go away (no implica
tion of escape or avoidance).
Morbid: To think or act from morbid need; ghoulish, necrophiliac
Oral: To seek and enjoy food and drink, to feel hungry and
thirsty, to drink liquor or to take drugs, to engage in
activities relating to the preparation of food or beverages, to
smoke, to chew gum.
Order: The desire for order, neatness, punctuality, precision,
accuracy or cleanliness. To engage in ordering, straightening,
bringing order to material objects. Compulsive ordering behavior
Persuasion: To get others to do something by persuasion,
pleading, coaxing, cajoling, trickery, lying.
Plan: To look toward the future, lay plans, set up future goals,
either specifically or generally.
To play games, to engage in activities for sheer amusement, to
go to a party, to make jokes, laugh, wisecrack; to enjoy oneself
Recognition: To seek or enjoy applause, praise, renown, approval
basking in the appreciation of others. To be conspicuous,
attract attention, perform or speak in public, dramatize one
self in front of others, to exhibit oneself.
Rejection: To express or feel scorn, contempt or disdain, to
turn away from things, people, occupation or ideas that are
alien to one's interests.
To snub, ignore or exclude another
person. To remain aloof or indifferent to someone.
Renunciation: To give up a desired object as a means of avoiding
disappointment or frustration. To deny a wish as a means of
avoiding frustration. Resigning oneself to an unpleasant state
of affairs.
Resistance: To resist coercion, to refuse to do or not to do
something which is demanded, to be contrary minded, negative,
unyielding to authority.
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Need DESCRIPTION
Restitution: To apologize, confess,a t o n e ,repent,to make up for.
Retention: To hold on to possessions. To refuse to lend them;
to protect them from being stolen; to hoard or conserve objects.
To be frugal or miserly.
Sacrifice: To give up immediate satisfaction for future good.
Sac
(Positive in contrast to Renun.)
Seclusion: To be alone. To avoid the company of others; to
Seel
desire privacy.
Sensuousness: To enjoy pleasant physical sensations. To seek
Sens
and enjoy physical comfort, luxury. To enjoy food and drink in
the manner of a gourmet, that is, for the pleasant taste
sensations involved. To enjoy tactual or touch sensations.
Sex: To have sexual relations, to express or seek or enjoy
Sex
physical expressions of affection. This must be distinguished
from need. Affection largely on the basis of whether or not a
physical libidinal element is involved in an obvious and overt
manner.
Status: To strive for or enjoy social status or position. To
Stat
be a respected member of the social or occupational community.
No competitive element indicated.
Submission: To comply unwillingly. To submit to insult, injury,
Subra
blame, punishment or defeat without much opposition, to give in,
to obey commands and orders which are contrary to the wishes
of the individual.
Spy: To spy, to do work of detective or engage in espionage.
Spy
Thinking: Thoughtful,pensive,contemplative,(not active as in
Thot
Cog) studious,"serious-minded"; to hold something in memory.
Tissue Needs: Need for a i r ,w a t e r ,excretion. The avoidance of
TN
excessive heat or cold and noxious stimuli. The need for ph y 
sical comfort,not for the purpose of sensuous enjoyment but in
order to obtain freedom from unpleasant physical tensions.
Waiting: Or delaying— waiting for something to happen/come
Wait
along. Something--what he is waiting for not stated, necessarily.
Wish
Wish: To dream,daydream,wish for something without specific
plans. Hoping something,specific or not,will happen (no Irr
aspect even though far-fetched).
Work
Work: To enjoy work for its own sake. To exercise talents or
abilities; to enjoy the utilization of skill.
Accomp Accompany: Go with another, with or without affective ties.
Agg(As) Aggression (Asocial): To engage in crime not categorizable
under Agg(As) or Agg(P); to accost lewdly.
Fess
Confess: To confess fault, guilt, or error, to "fess up," to
express repentance (whether inner state guilt present or not),
not as actively participating as Rest.
Forg
Forget: To forget something— effective tone not indicated.
Role
Role: To play a part either theatrically or in ordinary life,
to enact a role (not merely a sociological position) play-act.
CODE
Rest
Ret
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Need CODE
Move
Task

Seek
Pay
Duty
Nurtur
Repair
Nuis
Sin
X

DESCRIPTION
Movement: Physical movement toward a goal, without pleasure
or desire for activity as such.
Task: To engage in work activities which are primarily ends in
themselves (cf.n A c h ) , and not necessarily enjoyable (cf.work),
but are done for the sake of getting the w ork done.
Seek; To look, look for, see, or seek, no intellectual
curiosity as such implied (as in n Cog).
Pay: To pay for goods and/or services with money or other
objects of economic value.
Duty: To engage in activities for the sake of duty or to ful
fill and obligation(Positive in contrast to n Blam and n Renun)
Nurture: To give birth to a baby;to nourish,succour,give vital
sustance to another (more personal than n Help).
Repair: Physical objects, including body parts - to repair.
Nuisance: To bother,pester, make a nuisance of oneself (lesser
degree than Agg).
Sin: To sin,to trangress against commands of deity,to blaspheme
Other: Need unspecified (see above)
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INNER STATES AND ATTITUDES
CODE
Adeq
(-) adeq
amue
ang
anx
appr
(-) appr
Calm
Cert
Conf
confl
disd
Dist
fat
fear
frus
Guilt
hap
(-) hap
Imp
(-) imp
Inter
(-)inter
iron
jel
kind
li
(-) li
lone
lov
optim
(-) optim
rel
self
Shock
SS
sus
tens
trust
ambiv
ambit

DESCRIPTION
Confident,adequate,powerful,strong,fearless.
Helpless,weak,inadequate,impotent,inferior,
Amused, tickled.
Angry, annoyed, irritated, resentful.
Anxious, fearful, apprehensive, worried, dreading.
Approve, admire, respect, think well of.
Disapproval, disrespect, contempt.
Calm, relaxed, peaceful.
To be decided, certain, assured, determined.
Confused, puzzled, bewildered, uneomprehending.
In conflict, undecided, uncertain
Proud, haughty, disdainful, "uppity," (Without specific
object).
Disturbed,upset,deeply moved,emotional turmoil,troubled.
Fatigued,tired,worn out, exhausted,drowsy, sleepy,
Terror-stricken, exceedingly fearful,
Frustrated.
Guilty, bad, worthless,ashamed,sorry,repentant.
Happy, joyful,elated,satisfied,pleased,cheerful,contented
Unhappy,depressed,sad,sorrowful,heartbroken,disappointed,
displeased,dissatisfied,to be anguished, suffer.
To consider something important,significant,valuable or
useful.
To consider something unimportant,insignificant,valueless
or useless.
To be interested, absorbed.
To be bored,disinterested.
Ironic, sarcastic.
Jealous, envious, covetous.
To feel kindly, well disposed, forgiving toward,tolerant.
Like, be fond of
Dislike
Lonely, lonesome, homesick,
To be in love.
Optimistic, hopeful, confident.
Pessimistic, discouraged (about future),
Relieved.
Selfish, egocentric, thoughtless of others.
Dazed, stunned, shocked.
Drunk,insane,out of head, not usual s elf,delirium, etc.
Suspicious, distrustful
T e n s e ,expectant, waiting,
Trusting, confident
Ambivalent: Not just undecided but having two, even
opposing feelings and/or attitudes toward object,
Ambitious: Striving, success-oriented.

INNER STATES AND ATTITUDES - 2
CODE
hon
good
bad
pomp
awe
norm
will

DESCRIPTION
Honorable, honest, decent.
To be good, without specification of type of goodness
To be bad, mean, "ugly."
Pomposity, be "stuffed shirt."
Awed, to be reverent, worshipful, filled with wonder
(sacred or secular),
Normal, sane, balanced,
Self-willed, stubborn.
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DEFENSE MECHANISMS

Pro

Projection: Placing blame for difficulties upon others
attributing one's own unethical desires to others.

Rat

Rationalization: Attempting to prove that one's behavior is
rational and justifiable and thus worthy of self and social
approval.

Rep

Repression:

Preventing painful or dangerous thoughts from

entering consciousness.
Reac

Reaction formation:

Preventing dangerous desires from being

expressed by exaggerating opposed attitudes and types of
behavior and using them as "barriers.11
Disp

Displacement: Discharging pent-up feelings, usually of
hostility, on objects less dangerous than those which initially
aroused the emotions.

Comp

Compensation: Covering up weakness by emphasizing desirable
trait or making up for frustration in one area by over
gratification in another.

Subs

Substitution: When the direct discharge of an impulse is
blocked, it will seek indirect discharge by displacing its
energy to any other impulse associated with i t .

Iden

Identification: Increasing feelings of worth by identifying
self with person or institution of illustrious standing.

Denial

Denial: Protects self from unpleasant reality by refusal to
perceive or face it, often by escapist-like getting "sick"
or being preoccupied with other things.
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Undo

Undoing: Atoning for and thus counteracting immoral desires
or acts.

Iso

Isolation: Cutting off affective charge from hurtful situa
tions or separating incompatible attitudes by logic-tight
compartments.

Reg

Regression: Retreating to earlier developmental level
involving less mature responses and usually a lower level of
aspiration.

Ref

Reference: Idea that one is being observed and criticized by
others.

D(ist) M(ech)

Distance Mechanism:

people off.

Withdrawal from people or holding
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APPENDIX B
TAT GENERAL FACTORS

1. p Env

2. p Affic

3. Adeq

p Harm

Tens

4.

p Good

p Bad

p Obst

Art

Anx

p Ment

p Dang

p Loss-Obj

Norm

Conf

p Oppor

p (-)Env

Calm

Confl

p Phys

p Misf

Dist

p Alt

p Calam

Ambiv

p Abun

p Claus

Fear

5. n Fess

6 . hap

7. (-) hap 8 . jel
(-)optim

9.

sus

li

Guilt

optim

Bad

amns

fat

(-) appr

Rel

lone

(-) li

n Rest

10 .n oral

11. n Escp
n Inact

12. n Dissip

n Agg

n Aven
n Spy

n Sin

n Ord
n Pay

16. imp
inter

17.

n Aes
n Creat

Ang

n Play

n Rej

(-)imp

n Work

n Agg(AS)

(-)inter

n Act

n Agg(P)

appr

13. n Cont

n Seel

15 .n Decep

Frus

n Nuis

iron

n Adb

n Acq(AS)

self

n Sens

will
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10. n Affec
n Affil

20 . n Compl

22 . n Dom

23. n Free
n Harm

n Pers

n Subm

n Expl

Awe

n Accomp
n Role

n Blam

n Sex

n Renun

lov

21. n Dep

n Sac
n Wait

24. n Comp

25 . n Emp

n Recog

n Help

n Stat

n Nurtur

ambit

n Apprec

Pomp

n Expos

27. p Death
n Morb

n Forg
Def. Mech,

hon

n Brag

Good

Disd

00
CM

p Affec

26. n Just

29 . p Decep

p Resis

30. p Coerc

31.

Emp

p Afflic

P Agg(P)

p Pun-Claus

P Dom

I

Help

p Dep

P Rej

p Pun-prob

P Pers

I

Expos

p Pun

p Temp

P Prob

I Good ex

p Rival

p Bad ex

P Restr

p Unfaith

p Discov

P Expect

Agg(AS)

p Dissen

p

n Repair

n Agg(S)

n Acq

P Sue-Ach

n Accos

n Task

P Task

p Accos

n Duty

P Sue

32. n Ach
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33. p Imag
n Cog

n Wish
p Sue-Cog

34. n Count

35. n Ident

36. p Elem
p Appear

n End

n Plan

P' Mater

n That

P State

n Seek

P Time

n Awar

n Move

n Dec

P Birth
p Soc
p Re la
n Conv
n Leav
n TN
n X
n (-) Leav,

37. p Disc

38. Shock

39. p Excess

40. p

Error

p Insuf

p

p Cosm

p Lack

p Lost

p Ideo

p Lack-Oppor

p Lack-Ach

p Irr

p Mono

n Irr

SS

p No Alt
p Lack-Cog
p Less
p Loss
p More
p Lack-Awar

Fail

41, n Ret
n Const
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APPENDIX C
QUESTIONNAIRE

NAME ______________________________________
AGE

SEX

Thinking back over the three storytelling sessions you had, you
will remember that in one of them you wrote your stories, in one you
taped your stories, and in one the examiner wrote down the stories.
With which of these three methods of recording did you:
1) Feel most at ease?
a)
b)
c)
d)

(check one)

Tape recorder ____________
Hand written _____________
Examiner recording ______
All the same _____ _______

2) Find it easiest to compose your stories? (check one)
a)
b)
c)
d)

Tape recorder ____________
Hand written _____________
Examiner recording ______
All the same _____________

3) Feel you gave your best stories?
a)
b)
c)
d)

(check one)

Tape recorder ____________
Hand written _____________
Examiner recording ______
All the same _____________

OTHER COMMENTS: ___________ _ _ ________________________________________

The success of this experiment depends on the fact that the
individuals involved in the experiment are not aware of the exact
purpose of the study.
Therefore, I would like to ask that you not
discuss this experiment with any of your classmates, since many of
them will also be asked to serve as subjects.
Thank you for your cooperation.
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